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Abstract
In this paper we present an energy efficient framework for processing spatial alarms on mobile clients,
while maintaining low computation and storage costs.
Our approach to spatial alarms provides two systematic methods for minimizing energy consumption on
mobile clients. First, we introduce the concept of
safe distance to reduce the number of unnecessary mobile client wakeups for spatial alarm evaluation. This
mechanism not only reduces the amount of unnecessary processing of the spatial alarms but also significantly minimizes the energy consumption on mobile
clients, compared to periodic wakeups, while preserving the accuracy and timeliness of the spatial alarms.
Second, we develop a suite of techniques for minimizing the number of location triggers to be checked
for spatial alarm evaluation upon each wakeup. This
further reduces the computation cost and energy expenditure on mobile clients. We evaluate the scalability and energy-efficiency of our approach using a
road network simulator. Our client based framework
for spatial alarms offers significant improvements on
both system performance and battery lifetime of mobile clients, while maintaining high quality of spatial
alarm services, especially compared to the conventional approach of periodic wakeup and checking all
alarms upon wakeup.
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ods that can progressively minimize the amount of energy consumption on mobile clients for all types of
spatial alarms. The first method utilizes the concept
of safe distance to reduce the number of unnecessary
wakeups on mobile clients for spatial alarm evaluation.
By enabling mobile clients to sleep for longer intervals of time in the presence of active spatial alarms,
we show that our safe distance techniques can significantly minimize the energy consumption on mobile
clients compared to periodic wakeups, while preserving the accuracy and timeliness of spatial alarms. The
second mechanism focuses on alarm checks upon each
wakeup. We develop a suite of techniques for minimizing the number of location triggers to be checked upon
each wakeup for different types of spatial alarms. This
allows us to further reduce the computation cost and
energy expenditure on mobile clients. Our experimental evaluation using a road network simulator shows
that our spatial alarms middleware architecture offers
significant improvements on battery lifetime of mobile
clients, while maintaining high quality of spatial alarm
services compared to the conventional approach of periodic wakeup and checking all alarms upon a wakeup.
In addition to energy efficiency, another important
goal of spatial alarm processing that we consider is
to maintain the low or zero alarm misses.
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System Model

Introduction

Many on a daily basis use time based alarms.
Spatial alarms extend the very same idea to locationbased triggers, which are fired whenever a mobile user
enters the spatial region of the location alarms. Spatial
alarms provide critical capabilities for many mobile
location based applications ranging from personal assistants, inventory tracking to industrial safety warning systems. In this paper we present our architecture for energy efficient processing of spatial alarms
on mobile clients, while maintaining low computation
and storage costs. We present two systematic meth-

A spatial alarm consists of three components:
the spatial region on a two-dimensional geographical
plane, the action to be taken upon firing of the alarm,
and the alarm termination condition, usually a temporal event such as time point or time interval. The spatial regions used in spatial alarms can be of any shape.
We capture each of such spatial regions by a rectangular bounding box, denoted by (x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 ), where
(x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ) represent the top-left and bottomright vertices of the bounding rectangle. Without loss
of generality, in the rest of the paper, we simply assume
that each mobile client can install n spatial alarms

(n ≥ 0) and all spatial alarms are expressed by a rectangle spatial region, denoted by Ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In
our first spatial alarm client middleware prototype, we
use a system supplied default spatial range in the absence of spatial region specification of a user-defined
alarm. Each mobile client can install as many spatial
alarms as the user wishes over the geographical area of
interest. Multiple mobile clients can set spatial alarms
on the same locations.
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of alarm misses, the wakeup period would have to be
kept small enough. The smallest wakeup period can
be set using the location update frequency (e.g., GPS
sampling period). Clearly, the periodic check approach
would be very energy inefficient. Also it is important
to note that if the mobile client is far away from any of
her alarms then depending on the maximum speed of
the client, it is possible to sleep for longer durations of
time and still guarantee that none of the alarms would
be missed.

System Overview
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Spatial alarms differ from spatial location queries
in a number of ways. First, spatial queries such as “tell
me the gas stations within 10 miles on the highway
85 north” require continuous evaluation of the queries
as the mobile client moves on the highway 85 north.
However, a spatial alarm such as “notify me whenever
I am 5 miles away from this particular dry cleaning
store (marked on the map)”, only requires the alarm
to be evaluated when the mobile client moves to a region that is within 5 miles of the specific dry cleaning
store. Thus, it is of no use to wake up a mobile client
if she is 30 miles away from the dry cleaning store.
Clearly, the movement patterns of the mobile client
and the distance from the current location of a mobile client to all her alarms are the two critical factors
that affect when the mobile client needs to wakeup and
what alarms need to be checked upon each wakeup.
Thus one can optimize the spatial alarm processing by
devising more energy efficient algorithms.
Mobile devices conserve energy by spending most
of their time in a low energy state such as sleep mode.
Hence one of the critical design objectives for client
middleware architecture is to minimize the number of
device wakeups in spatial alarm processing. For instance, the 206 MHz Itsy [2] pocket computer spends
540mW power in the System Idle, 0% processor idle
state, spends 100mW power in the System Idle, 95%
processor idle state while in the Sleep mode it just
spends 8.39mW power (which is about 64 times lesser
than the 0% processor idle case). It is interesting to
note that mobile devices like in the case of Itsy computer [2] have a battery lifetime of only 3.8 hrs when
running in the high energy System Idle, 95% processor
idle state, while in the Sleep mode the lifetime is as
high as 279 hrs.
The conventional approach for implementing a location based reminder system is to wake up the device and check the alarm conditions periodically. If
the period is too large the mobile device might miss
alarms since there may be situations where the mobile
client passes through the ‘alarm area’ while asleep (between periodic checks). Hence, to reduce the number

Minimizing Device Wakeups

Our architecture for spatial alarm processing consists of two phase optimizations. In this section we discuss the phase one optimization strategies that minimize the number of device wakeups. Apart from the
high energy consumption, an important problem with
the periodic wakeup approach is that it is hard to estimate how frequently the device should wakeup to
ensure no alarms will be missed. Two factors that
are critical in determining such a frequency: (a) The
speed of the mobile client; and (b) the size of the spatial alarm region. Unless the frequency is set to be extremely high (close to the location update frequency),
it would always be possible to introduce cases where
alarms can be missed by having alarms of the size
smaller than the distance traveled by the mobile client
between two consecutive wakeups. Thus the key challenge is to determine the right time for mobile clients
to wakeup in terms of energy efficiency and alarm accuracy and given a location update, how to determine
the subset of alarms that should be checked to conserve
energy while maintaining zero alarm misses.
With both the problem of guaranteed alarm delivery and that of energy conservation in mind, we propose four optimization strategies to estimate the safe
period and use aperiodic wakeup of the mobile client
based on (a) the distance of the client to all her alarms
and (b) the travel speed of the mobile client.

4.1

Measuring the Distance to Alarm

There are two most commonly used methods for
measuring the distance from a mobile client’s current
location to an alarm. They are (a) Euclidean Distance and (b) Road Network Distance. The Euclidean
Distance approach is simpler and requires much lesser
data but may at times underestimate the time to sleep
before the next wakeup. The Road Network Distance
measure offers a more accurate estimate of the distance
from a mobile client’s current location to the spatial
region of the alarm, but it introduces additional overhead with handling the road network map data. We

(a) Euclidean Alarm Distance

(b) Road Network Alarm Distance

(c) Legend

Figure 1: Distance to Alarm from Mobile Client
propose techniques to mitigate this additional overhead by dividing the original map into tiles and selectively downloading relevant tiles to a mobile client.
Given a spatial alarm Ai with rectangular spatial
alarm region represented by four vertices of the rectangle: (P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 ) where P1 = (x1 , y1 ), P2 = (x2 , y1 ),
P3 = (x2 , y2 ) and P4 = (x1 , y2 ). Let the mobile client
be at Pm represented by the coordinates (xm , ym ),
then the Euclidean distance from Pm to the alarm region of Ai , denoted by dAi , can be computed by considering four cases. Case 1: when the mobile device is
within the alarm boundaries the distance to the alarm
is zero; Case 2: when the mobile device is within the
y scope (represented using dotted lines in Figure 1 a))
the distance is the shortest of the distances to alarm
edges parallel to the x axis from the mobile client; Case
3: when the mobile device is within the x scope the
distance is the shortest of the distances to alarm edges
parallel to the y axis from the mobile client; and Case
4: when the mobile device is outside both the x and
y scopes, then the distance is the minimum of the Euclidean distances to the four vertices. The four cases
can be formally defined as follows:

x1 ≤ xm ≤ x2

 0


and y1 ≤ ym ≤ y2

min(|xm − x1 |, |xm − x2 |)
y1 ≤ ym ≤ y2 only
dAi =


min(|ym − y1 |, |ym − y2 |)
x1 ≤ xm ≤ x2 only



min(Dm1 , Dm2 , Dm3 , Dm4 ) otherwise
Where Dm1 , Dm2 , Dm3 , Dm4 denote the Euclidean
distance from Pm to the four rectangle vertices
P1 , P2 ,p
P3 , P4 respectively.
The distance function
Dij = (xi − xj )2 + (yi − yj )2 is used to compute the
Euclidean distance between two points Pi and Pj .
One of the main weaknesses of the Euclidean Distance measure is that the estimated distance is often
shorter than the actual distance that the mobile client
would have to travel to get to the spatial region of interest of a given alarm due to the underlying traversal
restrictions imposed by the road network. The Road
Network Distance measure uses the Dijkstra’s shortest
path algorithm [3] to estimate the distance from the
mobile client’s current location to an alarm as shown

in Figure 1 (b). The underlying road network is represented by the solid line and the mobile client is represented by a shaded circle labeled by 1. Since the
mobile client is restricted to move along the roads, the
only places where it can enter the alarm area would be
the points of intersection of the alarm with the roads,
denoted by S1 , S2 , S3 in Figure 1 (b).

4.2

The Aperiodic Wake-Up Algorithms

In this section, we introduce the concept of safe
period based on the distance function and the speed
function, and present four safe period based wakeup
algorithms by combining the distance functions with
the speed functions.
Tsleep = min(dA1 ...dAi ...dAn )/vmax

(1)

Tsleep = min(dA1 ...dAi ...dAn )/vexpected

(2)

Tsleep = min(RdA1 ...RdAi ...RdAn )/vmax

(3)

Tsleep = min(RdA1 ...RdAi ...RdAn )/vexpected

(4)

where Tsleep is time duration for which the mobile
client can sleep without potentially missing delivery of
any alarm, n is the total number of alarms installed
on the mobile client, dAi , RdAi are the euclidean and
road network distances from the mobile client’s current
location to the ith spatial alarm Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and
vmax , vexpected are the maximum and expected travel
speeds of the mobile client as defined below.
p
vexpected
=0

(5)

D(lc , lp )
p
+ (1 − β) ∗ vexpected
tc − tp

(6)

c
vexpected = α ∗ vexpected
+ (1 − α) ∗ vmax

(7)

c
vexpected
=β∗

p
vexpected
,

c
where
vexpected
, vexpected are the previous,
the current, and the future expected travel speed of
the mobile client respectively, tc and tp represent the
current and previous time instances, lc and lp represent
the current and the previous location of the mobile
client at time instances tc and tp respectively and D
is the distance function.

(b) R Tree of grouped alarms

(a) Voronoi
Regions

(a) Alarm
Grouping
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Minimizing Alarms Checked

In this section we argue that the approach of
check all alarms upon each wakeup is naive and wasteful of resources. We describe two approaches to minimize the number of alarm checks per wakeup and show
how these approaches can reduce the computation cost
and the energy consumption involved in alarm checks.
In the first approach, we group spatial alarms that
are in close spatial proximity, in a hierarchical fashion. Alarm Checking happens in groups, thus minimizing the overall number of alarm checks performed
per wakeup. In the second approach, we divide the geographical area of interest into Voronoi regions based
on Euclidean distance to the alarms with each region
storing information that can quickly identify the nearest alarm in the vicinity. Upon each wakeup, alarm
checks are performed only against the ‘nearest’ alarm
by looking up the information in the Voronoi region in
which the mobile client currently resides.

(c) Large grid
cells

Figure 3: Alarm Grouping by using grid cells

Figure 2: Alarm Grouping by Spatial Proximity
Safe Distance with Max Speed in Equation
1 defines the safe distance of a mobile client to each
of her spatial alarms by combining the Euclidean Distance function and the maximum. At each wakeup, the
mobile client will perform two tasks - (a) process the
spatial alarms installed on the client (b) estimate the
safe period (i.e. the time to sleep) denoted by Tsleep ,
before the next wakeup. Safe Distance with Expected Speed in Equation 2 exploits the fact that
not all mobile clients might travel at the maximum
possible speed at all times. Since ’expected speed’
would ideally be lesser than the maximum speed, the
number of device wakeups can be further reduced at
the expense of potentially missing some alarms. Safe
Road Distance with Max Speed in Equation 3 exploits the limitations imposed on the movement of the
mobile client by the underlying road network while ensuring no alarms are missed. Safe Road Distance
with Expected Speed in Equation 4 is a natural extension and combines the advantages of the ‘expected
speed’ approach with the ’road distance’ approach.

(b) Small grid
cells

5.1

Hierarchical Grouping of Alarms

When the geographical area in which a mobile
client installs her alarms is big, the number of alarms
installed is large and distributed across the entire area
of interest, checking all alarms upon each wakeup is
not only unnecessary but also a clear waste of resources. We first propose to group spatial alarms
based on their spatial proximity and check the alarms
in selected groups upon each wakeup. The grouping
process proceeds in two steps. First, all alarms need
to be divided into groups based on spatial proximity
with each group associated with a spatial region. Only
when the mobile client moves into the region marked
by a group, the spatial alarms/subgroups within that
group will be checked, and all other alarms/subgroups
belonging to the other groups are eliminated from
alarm checking, leading to significant saving in terms
of computational cost and energy. We use the R
Tree [7] algorithm to perform the alarm grouping in
a hierarchical fashion as shown in Figure 2.
The R-Tree based alarm grouping algorithm is effective in terms of energy saving and resource usage in
general and especially it can handle well, the situations
where the mobile client continuously adds new spatial
alarms into the client middleware system as she moves
on the road. However, if the number and the location
of the spatial alarms remain unchanged for long duration of time, we can utilize the Voronoi diagram [1]
to devise a more efficient alarm group algorithm. We
below present two such algorithms, one uses Voronoi
regions, called nearest alarm check algorithm, and the
other uses the Network Voronoi diagrams, called the
road network nearest alarm check algorithm.

5.2

Checking Nearest Alarm Only

The checking nearest alarm only algorithm is suitable for the scenarios where the number and location
of alarms remain unchanged for long duration of time
and no addition or removal of alarms are issued by the
mobile client. The Nearest Alarm Only optimization
consists of two phases. In the first phase, the two dimensional geographical area of interest is divided into

grid cells of equal size. Then the Voronoi diagram is
overlaid on top of the grid with Voronoi Regions [1, 5]
such that each Voronoi Region has a single nearest
alarm, as shown in Figure 3(a). To facilitate the search
for the nearest alarms for a given mobile client location, we build a grid cell based dense index, in which
each cell contained in a Voronoi region will point to the
spatial alarm of that region, and each cell that overlaps with k Voronoi regions (1 < k < n) will contain
k spatial alarms, each corresponding to one of the k
Voronoi regions.
In the second phase, upon wakeup the mobile
client uses her current location to locate the grid cell
in which she resides and it takes only O(1) to lookup
the nearest alarm in the case where the grid cell of the
client is contained in a Voronoi region. In the situation
where the mobile client is at boundaries of k Voronoi
regions (1 < k < n), the grid cell in which the client resides will point to k spatial alarms, all are qualified to
be the ‘nearest’ alarms. In this scenario all the Voronoi
regions overlapped with the current location of the mobile client need to be considered, and the alarm check
will be performed against the ‘nearest’ alarm in each
of these overlapped Voronoi regions. Clearly, this approach greatly reduces the time to lookup the relevant
alarms to be checked, although it is only applicable in
the specific scenarios where alarms are not frequently
removed or added (since computing the Voronoi diagram for the entire geographical area of interest each
time a new alarm is added or an existing alarm is removed can be quite expensive).
An alternative way to improve the storage cost
is to use the Network Voronoi Diagrams [4, 6]. The
checking nearest alarm with road network algorithm
consists of two phases. In the first phase, we need to
build Network Voronoi diagram that can partition the
road network among the alarm nodes. In the second
phase, each of the nodes on the road network graph is
associated with a list of ‘nearest alarms’ based on the
road network distance.
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6.1

Experimental Evaluation
Estimating Energy and Battery Life

In order to measure the energy consumed and
battery lifetime for various wakeup algorithms and
alarm check algorithms, we use the device energy values corresponding to the itsy pocket computer [2] given
in the energy parameter table of Figure 6 as our reference model. One can express the total energy Et consumed as a function of the number of wakeups (Nw ),
the minimum time duration per wakeup (Tm ), the total time duration (Tt ), the power consumption of the

mobile device while awake (P100 ), idle (Pi ) and asleep
(Ps ), and the Alarm Check Ratio (Cr ) which represents the ratio of the number of total actual alarm
checks performed to the maximum total checks that
can be performed NAM AX during the minimum wakeup
durations Tm as follows:
Et = Nw Tm (Cr P100 +(1−Cr )Pi )+(Tt −Nw Tm )Ps (8)
If Cb is the battery capacity, Tt is the total time
of the experiment, and Et represents the energy spent
during Tt then the battery lifetime of a mobile client,
denoted by Tb , can be calculated by the following equation:
Cb × Tt
(9)
Tb =
Et
Due to lack of space we omit the derivation. For details
please refer to our technical report [9].

6.2

Experimental Results

In this section we present a set of experimental
results. Our results demonstrate three important conclusions. First, the proposed wakeup and alarm check
algorithms offer significant (up to 6.4 times) reduction in terms of energy consumption in comparison to
the naive approach with periodic wakeups followed by
checking all alarms per wakeup. Second, the Safe Road
Distance with Max Speed wakeup algorithm offers the
maximum energy conservation with 100% alarm delivery guarantee. Third but not the least, the alarm
grouping check algorithm is the most flexible among
the alternative alarm check strategies and offers significant reduction in terms of energy consumption, and
significant improvement (up to 50%) in battery life
when the number of alarms is high. The Nearestonly Alarm and the Network Nearest-only Alarm algorithms offer even better improvements in terms of
energy consumption but have limited applicability and
can only be used in those cases where addition and removal of alarms are less frequent and low in numbers.
6.2.1

Effect on Overall Energy Consumption

Figure 5(left and center-left) compare the variation of
Wake-Up frequencies with the increase in number of
alarms. As one would expect the Periodic Wake-Up
strategy is indifferent to the increase in the number of
alarms. When the mobile client has only one alarm per
map tile, the proposed wakeup algorithms reduce the
number of wakeups by almost an order of magnitude.
The two Safe Road Distance algorithms perform better
than the Safe Distance algorithms. The wakeup algorithms that use expected speed reduce the frequency of
wakeups further.

Figure 4: Performance of WakeUp-Check strategy combinations

Figure 5: Effect of Changes in Number of Alarms
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Related Work and Conclusion

[10] introduces the idea of Query Indexing and
Velocity Constrainted Indexing solves the more generic
problem of continous queries. However, given the
generic nature of the problem it does not exploit aspects related to the road network and optimizations
such as query grouping. Certain others like [8] focused
on identifying the user’s logical location by mapping
information such as IP Address, latitude and longitude information in GPS readings. The logical location could then be used to automatically connect the
mobile client to local resources such as printers.
We have presented an energy efficient framework
for processing spatial alarms on mobile clients. Our
experiments show that the proposed client-based spatial alarms architecture offers significant improvements
in battery lifetime of mobile clients, while maintaining
high quality of spatial alarm services compared to the
conventional approach of periodic wakeup and checking all alarms upon each wakeup.
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